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MESSAGE FOR THE APPARITION OF MAY 29, 2019 RECEIVED IN THE COMUNE OF CASTEL
VOLTURNO, CAMPANIA, ITALY, TRANSMITTED BY MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TO THE VISIONARY
SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS

My children,

May the Light of My Heart illuminate the path of redemption for Europe and for the world.

Europe needs to recognize, in this time, the Light of God and His Mercy and, more than that,
understand its history in order to redeem it and embrace the Divine Will for its future and thus, live
it.

Just as the sun rises every day, for all beings of the Earth, also do the Graces of God descend from
the Heavens upon all of His creatures, and His Mercy is poured out upon human beings and on the
Kingdoms of Nature, granting them forgiveness, healing and redemption so that they may attain
peace.

In Europe, very ancient errors were lived and a great illusion was instituted through the suffering
endured in the hearts. Many closed themselves to God and to His Grace for not perceiving that the
divine presence is beyond the actions carried out by the free will of humans.

But the Creator, who never gives up on His children, repeatedly sends His Faithful Servant to this
world and, through simple hearts, seeks to awaken beings to piety and to forgiveness.

With this I want to tell you, My children, that Europe must be the testimony of the Divine Mercy; a
testimony that when beings bow their head in humility to serve and receive the Grace of God, it is
possible to transform even the most ingrained human conditions.

We are in a time of miracles, but miracles of redemption, of healing and of Mercy; miracles of
conversion, not conversion to a religion, but the conversion of the human condition.

Europe must speak to the world and to the Universe through the transformation of its history. Just as
on Earth, many were the errors lived in the Cosmos, and the healing and the love that you awaken
here will be the balm to redeem and transform the roots of the mistakes of human beings in the
hearts of the angels who have fallen by their ignorance.

Do you understand, My children, how important the redemption of Europe is for God?

May the hearts open for this miracle of redemption, and may all of My children accompany with
faith each one of the steps of God. There is nothing that cannot be redeemed; there is no hardened
heart that cannot open before Divine Mercy.

To those who have awakened, I ask: be vehicles of the Love and of the Grace of God through the
purity of your hearts, understanding that your beings are instruments of the Father for the planetary
redemption.
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Thus, may the roots of perversion and of human indifference be torn out of the Earth by the true
"yes" of the hearts that love God and that recognize, in the Blood shed by My Son, Jesus, the door
to their redemption.

Today, My children, I bless you and leave you My Peace so that you may learn to take it to this
world, and thus proclaim the redemption of the Earth.

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


